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**CAMS Goal:** Scale up the number of meteoroid orbits using multi-station video observations

**Success!** Over 47,000 orbits in the 1st year of operation

e.g. Data from the 1st week of December

IAU database in 2003

CAMS + SonotaCo databases
Ongoing Collection of Meteor Databases

EO Video: IMO Video Meteor Network
- Led by Sirko Molau, Worldwide but mostly EU
- MetRec software http://www.imonet.org/
- Over 1,000,000 single-station observations
- Meteor showers inferred from statistical analysis

EO Video: CMN Network
- Led by Damir Segon, Croatia
- MeteorScan/UFO software
- 1211 multi-station orbits 2007

Bistatic Radar: CMOR
- Univ of Western Ontario, Canada
- Led by Dr. Peter Brown
- Millions of orbits
- Less precise than video
- Sees mostly 23-45 km/s

EO Video: SonotaCo Network
- Led by Touru Kanamori, Japan
- UFO software http://sonotaco.jp/doc/SNM/
- 114,000 multi-station orbits
- Published database 2007-2011
CAMS: Scaling up Multi-Station Video → Automation
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Quality Control $\rightarrow$ Interactive Coincidence Analysis
One year: 47,000 orbits  (November 2010 shown)

Following Charts Yellow/Blue Indicates Established Shower at Beijing/IAU this Year
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CAMS Successes

47,000 Precisely estimated meteor orbits in just one year

Established 31 showers in the IAU database, total now 95

Automated capture, compression, detection, calibration

Multi-parameter fit algorithm for trajectory estimation

HIL for coincidence

Extending capabilities for individuals to build a network

Single, Dual and Quad camera options
Establish your own CAMS survey area:

http://cams.seti.org
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